
Go beyond Wild Moon Healing and connect to the healing powers of a vast energetic network and

holistic therapies to invoke different energies that support spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical

growth and transformation.

Curating a life you love and one that you are proud of takes work—Moon work. If you are ready to

discover the true purpose for your life, you need to expand your consciousness beyond the everyday.

But, are you even allowed to have wants, dreams, and ambitions? Or, are you too busy learning to hide

from trauma and the effects of other life experiences? 

In Wild Moon Healing Revolution, Donna S. Conley will show you how to take control of your life, stop

letting things negatively affect you, and harness energies in this vast energetic network to raise your

vibration and break free from the chains created by your struggles. Invoke different energies that support

spiritual, mental, emotional, physical growth and transformation and participate in a revolution. A

revolution toward creating a life you love, and doing so authentically. Take control of your life by

intentionally working with energy. You will understand how everything is connected and how nature

teaches us so much about how to live. 
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Donna S. Conley began a career as a trauma informed energy coach, blogger,

podcaster, and wrote the Wild Moon Healing series while working full-time in

corporate America. Donna is working toward her goal of transitioning to a full-

time career to help remove the stigma of mental health and normalize loving,

committing, believing, and respecting yourself. She dreams of a world without

addiction, depression, suicide, type 2 diabetes, and other preventable illnesses.

From a total wellness perspective and addressing people as a whole, she believes

strongly in the spiritual aspects of health in addition to physical and mental

health. She deeply believes everyone has their own inner magic and can use it to

create their best life and inspire others. Donna is also the author of the bestseller,

Wild Moon Healing.

https://wildmoonhealers.com/

